Portland Area Improvement Projects

1. Interstate 5 (Pacific Highway) — Repave a five-mile section of I-5 between the I-205 interchange and the Boone Bridge in Wilsonville, bridge maintenance and new ramp meters for the on- and off ramps to I-5 south at Elksong Road, MP 286.2-283.2. Expect nighttime lane and ramp closures, occasional rolling slowdowns, and detours for people walking and biking. Completion: Fall 2021. www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20411

2. Interstate 5 (Pacific Highway) — Improve safety of the SW Multnomah Boulevard, SW Capitol Highway, and SW Barb Barou Boulevard on ramp-to-bridge to I-5 north with repairs that will extend the lifespan of the bridge and increase capacity. MP 296.5-293.1. Expect nightime lane closures on I-5 north and some daytime lane closures on ramps at the Columbia Highway, Barbur Boulevard and SW Multnomah Boulevard; one 35-day closure of the Capitol Highway ramp to I-5 south and a 467-day closure of the Multnomah Boulevard ramp to I-5 north for one full weekend. Completion: Fall 2021. www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20486


5. Interstate 205 (War Veterans Memorial Highway) — Reconstruct turn lanes on the north on-ramp to Division Street and on Division Street, construct accessible sidewalk curb ramps, construct bike lanes, and makes traffic signal improvements. MP 19.7-19.5. Expect nighttime lane and ramp closures on I-205 and Division Street and 24/7 ramp closures. Completion: 2021. www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20480

6. Interstate 405 (Stadium Freeway) — Repair and replace a number of freeway joints on the elevated sections of I-405 on either side of the bridge. Improve safety at I-405 north at freeway level and I-405 south at freeway level. MP 1.3-3.5. Expect day and nighttime lane closures on the ramps from the U.S. 30 to I-405 north and south in 2021. Completion: Fall 2021. www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=19933


9. OR 99E (Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard) — Increase safety on Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard at the bridge over the railroad tracks by installing an additional bridge rail and protective screening onto the Historic structure, MP 3.8-3.9. Expect nighttime directional closures of OR 99E with detour, lane closures at night (both directions), and 24/7 lane (southbound). Completion: Fall 2022. www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=20341


11. OR 212 (Clackamas River Highway) — Repave OR 212, install accessible curb ramps and pedestrian facilities, remove existing guardrail and re-align with new guardrail, MP 5.2-8.2, OR 212: MP 0.0-8.6. Expect sidewalk closures and day and nighttime lane closures on OR 212 from May 7 to October 15. www.or212improvements.org

Wildfire Recovery

In late summer 2020, wildfires devastated our beautiful state. Traveling in Oregon this summer, you may find that some of our scenic routes look different and you may be delayed by wildfire recovery work. We’re working with federal, state, and local partners to ensure the safety of our roadways by efficiently removing burning trees and debris in various areas. OR 126 McKenzie Highway and OR 22 Santiam Highway travelers should expect multiple work zones and long delays. Take an alternate route if you can. OR 224 Clackamas Highway suffered significant fire damage and is closed approximately seven miles east of Estacada while crews work to safely remove hazard trees and stabilize falling rocks. Expect several work zones with 15-20 minute delays through the spring on OR 138 EB between MP 22.5 to MP 39 as crews work to safely remove hazard trees. For more information on Oregon Wildfire Recovery, go to https://wildfire. oregon.gov.